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Methods: Bibliographic review on Pubmed, Medline and Text-
books of Psychiatry

Results: The use of ECT in the psychogeriatric patient has indica-
tion in episodes of major depression, mania, schizophrenia and other
psychotic disorders, and also when there exists concomitant neurolog-
ical (affective disorders in dementia, Parkinsońs disease, and post
stroke depression). or other mental syndromes (catatonia or delirium
secondary to various medical conditions).

Because the geriatric population suffers multiple organic comor-
bidities, the following risk factors require evaluation: history of
head trauma, focal or general neurological complaints (recent stroke,
intracranial tumour, hypertension or aneurysm), angina, congestive
heart failure, bone fractures, osteoporosis, spinal disease and oeso-
phageal reflux.

The following adverse effects have been described: cardiac ische-
mia, arrhythmia (tachycardia and bradycardia), hypertension, pneu-
monia secondary to aspiration of gastric contents, musculoskeletal
and dental injury, increase of intraocular pressure, post ictal confusion
and disorientation, impaired retrograde and anterograde memory.

Conclusion: The indication, risks factors and possible adverse ef-
fects of ECT should be carefully evaluated in the elderly patient.
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Background and Aims: Cognitive side-effects are the most trouble-
some side-effects after electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). Efforts to re-
duce side-effects, maintaining a high efficacy are ongoing. Cognitive
effects of bifrontal and unilateral ultra-brief pulse ECT were com-
pared, in the treatment of patients with a depressive episode.

Method: Sixty four patients with a depressive episode that was
highly medication refractory, and with a high degree of comorbidity
completed a course of bifrontal ECT at 1.5 times seizure threshold
(ST) or unilateral ECT at 6 times ST, with a pulse width of 0.3
msec by random assignment. An extensive cognitive battery was per-
formed at baseline and at 1 and 6 weeks post-treatment, by a blinded
rater.

Results: At the end of the treatment course, 78.1% of patients
responded (� 50% decrease HDRS-scores). There was a significant
increase in global cognitive function (MMSE), verbal memory
(RAVLT), attention (CPT), executive function (WCST) and autobio-
graphical memory (AMI). Patients reported a significant increase of
their subjective memory function both during and after the ECT-
course. There were no significant differences between the patients
given bifrontal ECT and those given unilateral ECT.

Conclusions: Bifrontal and unilateral ultra-brief pulse ECT are
effective treatment techniques that do not cause measurable cognitive
side-effects or cognitive complaints.
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Background: Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) involves the adminis-
tration of a variable frequency electrical stimulus shock via electrodes
applied to the scalp to induce a seizure for therapeutic purposes. In
2001, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) task force on
ECT concluded that convincing data exists to support use for major
depression, bipolar depression and mania, schizophrenia, and schizo-
affective and schizophreniform disorders. However, the National In-
stitute for Clinical Excellence in the UK (NICE 2003) does not
recommend that ECT be used as a long-term treatment to prevent re-
currence of depressive illness, and that it recommends that ECT
should not be used in the general management of schizophrenia.

Aims: To review and describe the practice of ECT in the largest
psychiatric hospital in Singapore.

Methodology: This was a retrospective descriptive study per-
formed on all patients who were administered electroconvulsive ther-
apy at the Institute of Mental Health in Singapore during the 2-year
study period of 1st July 2005 e 30th June 2007. Data was collected
from existing medical records on the demographics, indications, fre-
quency and the complications of the patients given ECT. The fre-
quency of missed fits was also determined as measuring the
number of missed-fits provided one way of assessing an ECT clinic’s
efficiency.

Results: The main indications for electroconvulsive therapy at the
Institute of Mental Health in Singapore were patients with Schizo-
phrenia or Schizoaffective Disorders with poor response to medica-
tions, followed by patients with mood disorders. The rate of
complications of ECT and the frequency of missed-fits were found
to be low.
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Background: The previous studies have detected changes of brain
electrical activity after the cerebellar hemisphere rTMS and the ver-
mis rTMS. We supposed that right cerebellar 1Hz rTMS evokes
changes in the left frontal cortex. The aim of our study was to deter-
mine if 1Hz cerebellar hemisphere and 1 Hz vermis rTMS induces
different effect in frontal electrical activity.

Methods: We used 10 minutes of 1 Hz rTMS (with 600 impulses)
in two sessions (first session- application over the right cerebellar
hemisphere, second over the vermis). 31-channel EEG was recorded
in 5 right-handed healthy volunteers before and after rTMS. The 3D
distribution of the current density was revealed by a method of qEEG-
Low Resolution Brain Electromagentic Tomography (LORETA,
Pascual-Marqui et al. 1994; 1999).

Results: After 1 Hz right cerebellar hemisphere rTMS the current
density decreased in the alfa2, beta1, beta2 and beta3 band over the
frontal cortex including medial frontal cortex and the anterior cingu-
late (p<0.01). After 1 Hz vermis rTMS we found no significant
changes.

Conclusions: Our results suggest the possibility to influence the
frontal cortical activity by means of the cerebellar hemisphere
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